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J208

J209

J210 BOHEMIAN BEADED
NECKLACE |Collar| This earthtone beaded necklace can be
worn long or as a toggle choker.
17"L plus 1"L drop. $19.50

J212

J212 AZTEC RAIN FRINGE

J213

EARRINGS |Pendientes| Natural
stone and gold bead design with
a subtle gold fringe. 2-½"L drop.

$19.50

J213 FAN OF GOLD

NECKLACE |Collar| Bright
and antiqued gold petals come
together to form a brilliant fan
display piece. 18"L, 2- 7/8"L drop
and 3"L extender with lobster
clasp closure. $29.50

H217

J214 MIXED MEDIA

STRETCH BRACELET
|Brazelete| Thick natural colored

HOW TO

beads form a bold pattered
stretch bracelet. 4" diameter.
One size fits most. $19.50

WEAR A SCARF
S T Y L E

This look could not be any
easier to wear. Simply drape
this triangular shaped scarf
over your shoulders, letting the
fringe add it’s own statement
of individuality. As stunning
and beautiful viewed from the
back as it is from the front!

H217 BOLD FRINGED

WRAP |Bufunda| You will love
this high quality, silky-soft scarve
with ivory and taupe stripes and
bold white fringe. 67"W x 35"L.

$29.50

2

J214

1

J208 CHAIN OF EVENTS
NECKLACE |Collar| Gold 3-D
textured circles connected by a
bold gold chain and stunning
drop tassels. 18"L plus 4"L drop
includes 3"L extender and lobster
clasp closure. $19.50

J209 MIDNIGHT LEOPARD

NECKLACE |Collar| Black and
leopard acrylic beads form a
fancy yet beautiful drop necklace.
18"L plus 2"L drop with 3"L
extender and lobster clasp
closure. $19.50

J210

STATEMENTS

WITH THAT WONDERFULLY CURRENT BOHEMIAN FLAIR

3

STATEMENTS THAT SET YOU APART FROM THE CROWD
J351 PSALM 46:1

J260 CROSS EARRINGS

Delicate silver pendant
spirals Psalm 46:1
scripture accented with
charm, pearl and crystal
accents. Silver chain
17"L with 3"L extender
and a lobster clasp
closure. $19.50

silver cross earrings with
long curved hook backs.
1-½"L. $16.00

NECKLACE |Collar|

|Pendientes| Elegant curved

J222 SILVER DECO

EARRINGS |Pendientes|

Modern artistic designs on a
1-½"L silver drop earrings on
French wires. 1-¼"W x 1-½"L.

$19.50

J223 BLACK TASSEL
DRAWSTRING BRACELET
|Brazalete| Gold, silver and natural
beads on a black drawstring bracelet
with tasseled ends. 5"-7" Diameter.
One size fits most. $19.50

J224 SUNFLOWER DROP
EARRINGS |Pendientes|

Two-toned gold and silver
sunflower design dangle post
earrings. 1-¾"L. $19.50

J260

J351
J225

J223

H218

HOW TO

J224

J222

WEAR A SCARF
S T Y L E

2

One of the simplest ways to tie
a scarf, take a silky, satin-y or
gauze-y scarf and wrap it around
your neck. Cross the ends, tying
one to go over the other end (like
a loose knot).

H218

J83

J574

J108

H218 BLOOMING SKY

SCARF |Bufunda| Bright falling
petal design is set on a navy
blue background. 68"W x 30"L.

$19.50
4

J574 PAW PRINT

J83 PAW PRINT EARRINGS

A hit with lovers of every
breed. Austrian crystal
stones pendant necklace.
15"L with 2"L extender &
lobster clasp closure. Also
a great way to show team
or school spirit. $19.50

lovers. Austrian crystal stones
inset these silver post earrings.
½" Diameter. Also a great way
to show team or school spirit.

NECKLACE |Collar|

|Pendientes| Calling all animal

$16.00

J108 BEJEWELED CROSS

J225 LEATHER TASSEL

Featuring black beads with a
white crystal studded cross,
a must-have bracelet. Approx.
8" stretch, one size fits most.

Sturdy silver chain and
unique pendant design is
accented by bold, brown
leather tassels. 16"L chain
with 2"L pendant and 4"L
tassel. $19.50

STRETCH BRACELET
|Brazalete| Element of faith.

$15.00

NECKLACE |Collar|

5

MODERNISTIC

J231 PEARL EARRINGS
|Pendientes| Venetian pearl

STATEMENTS IN ELEGANCE

J234 FLOATING PEARL

post earrings with lovely crystal
accents for some vintage flare.
¾"L. $19.50

J237

NECKLACE |Collar| Four
strands of seemingly floating
pearls add a flare to any outfit.
18"L silver cords with 2-½"L
extender and lobster clasp
closure. $29.50

J231
J234

J235 FLOATING PEARL

BRACELET |Brazalete| Add
this matching bracelet with our
J234 necklace for a complete
look. Magnetic clasp. One size
fits most. 8"L. $19.50

J235

J232 CHARMING BOX

NECKLACE & EARRING
SET |Collar Y Pendientes| Matte

J232
SET

J388

gold rectangles create this
unique necklace and earring
set. Necklace 16"L and ½"L
post earrings. $19.50

H229

J387 FIRE & ICE SWAROVSKI®

WEAR A SCARF

EARRINGS |Pendientes| A single
solitaire SWAROVSKI® crystal swings
on a delicate 1"L silver drop. Post
style backs. $19.50

J388 FIRE & ICE SWAROVSKI®

NECKLACE |Collar| Sparkling

single SWARVOSKI® crystal balances
on a delicate 16"L chain with 2"L
extender & lobster clasp closure.

$19.50

J387

J233 HOLLOW CROSS

NECKLACE & EARRING SET
|Collar Y Pendientes| Elegant
matte gold chain attaches a
matte gold hollow cross pendant
accented with a single pearl bead
and matching earrings. Necklace,
21"L. Earrings, 1-½"L drop.

J233
SET
J236

HOW TO
S T Y L E

3

For this great look, get a
square print scarf like our
Dot to Dot scarf shown here.
Fold it diagonally to form a
triangle. Wrap around your
neck and tie a knot at the
triangle’s ends. Shift the
scarf so that the triangle
point is not exactly at the
center of your chest or neck.

$19.50

J236 MULTI LAYERED

TWO-TONED NECKLACE
|Collar| Gold & white alternate
to make this charming multistylish pendant attached to a
delicate gold chain. 16"L with
3"L extender & lobster clasp
closure. $19.50

J237 SUGAR PLUM

NECKLACE |Collar| Three
plum and gold color chains that
shimmer in light. 34"L with 3"L
extender & lobster clasp closure.

$29.50
6

H229 DOT TO DOT SCARF

|Bufunda| Mauve, blue and white
polka dot pattern scarf on a rich
admiral blue background. 100%
premium viscose. - 44"W x 44"L.
$19.50

7

6 MORE SCARF EXPRESSIONS THAT MAKE THEIR VERY OWN STATEMENT
S T Y L E

4

Drape scarf over shoulder,
with one end slightly longer
than the other end.
Loop the longer end around
your neck once. Using the
non-looped end, tug a little
bit of the fabric through the
loop forming a semi-circle.
Fit the looped end through
the semi-circle

H779 MULTI TREND-SETTER

8

S T Y L E

5

Take the scarf and find the
middle. Put it on the front of
your neck and let the ends
of the scarf rest against your
back.
Bring the ends of the scarf
around to the front again.
Take the ends of your scarf
and tuck them into the loop
around your neck.

H219 NEON SAILOR STRIPED

S T Y L E

6

7

S T Y L E

8

To get this feel, roll your scarf
to create a long, cylindrical
piece.
Then wrap it around your neck
and tuck in the one end into
the loop right at the front of
your neck.

The invinity scarf is a complete
circle where all that is required
is to cross the scarf in front of
you to create a figure 8.
Put the 2 sides together and
around your neck.
It can also be tied into a knot.
in front, for a completely
different look.

Drape scarf over shoulders,
with one end longer than the
other end.
Loop the longer end around
your neck twice.
Fit the end when you loop
through the loop the second
time so it dangles down.

H220 DESERT ACCENTS

H761 ZEBRA INFINITY SCARF

H748 COOL CAT SCARF

STRIPED SCARF |Bufanda|

SCARF |Bufanda| Traditional sailor

SCARF |Bufanda| Luxuriously soft &

Painters practice. Multi-colored
jagged painted strips of dark navy,
teal and golden mustard cover this
ultra wide scarf. 100% premium
viscose. – 37"W x 72"L. • $19.50

striped ultra wide scarf kicked up a
notch in neon pink and orange. 100%
premium viscose. - 38"W x 72"L.

cozy feel. This beige with rustic black
and brown accented desert style scarf
is a must have. You will love the feel,
look & price. 100% premium viscose.
- 36"W x 72"L. • $19.50

• $19.50

S T Y L E

|Bufanda| One of our best sellers.
Two-toned infinity loop scarf in zebra
stripes and a bright turquoise solid.
100% premium viscose.
– 30"W x 34"L • $19.50

|Bufanda| Unique multi tri-panel
scarf of solids and animal jaguar
print, long eyelash fringe on ends.
100% premium viscose. – 28"W x
72"L, three 14"L panels. • $19.50

S T Y L E

9

Most popular and so simple.
Fold the scarf in half. Put it
behind your neck and bring
both ends to the front.
Now pull the loose ends
through the loop.

H780 EGYPTIAN PATTERN
MATCH SCARF |Bufanda| Ultra
wide scarf features a heiroglyphic
repeat print with sold trim edges.
Can be worn as a scarf or shawl.
100% premium viscose. – 42"W x
72"L. • $19.50
9

J211 SCALLOPED NECKLACE
|Collar| Silver necklace has five scalloped
J211

HOW TO

textured discs on a 17"L rope chain with
2"L extender and lobster clasp closure.

WEAR A SCARF

$19.50

S T Y L E

10

One of the easiest
ways to tie a scarf,
for this look, find
yourself a long scarf
like this one. Wrap around
your neck twice, leaving
one scarf end on each side.

J221

J221 SCALLOPED EARRINGS

|Pendientes| Silver scalloped textured
discs on fish hook back. 1-¼"L. $15.00

$19.50

each

A STATEMENT IN AND OF ITSELF

H216 CRISS-CROSS COCOA
SCARF |Bufunda| Cocoa colored
scarf with thin delicate criss-cross
beige lines design. 100% premium
viscose. 68"L x 25"W. $19.50

H216
J200

J201

J202

J200 SWAROVSKI® ARROW NECKLACE
|Collar| Silver elegant arrow pendant is

highlighted with Swarovski® crystals and
hangs from a delicate 17"L chain with 2"L
extender and lobster clasp. $19.50

J201 SWAROVSKI® LIGHT SAPPHIRE

NECKLACE |Collar| Swarovski Light
®

Sapphire pendant hangs from a delicate
18"L chain with 3"L extender and lobster
clasp. $19.50

J202 SWAROVSKI® BUTTERFLY NECKLACE

|Collar| Silver elegant butterfly pendant is
highlighted with Swarovski® crystals and
hangs from a delicate 18"L chain with 3"L
extender and lobster clasp. $19.50
10

J203

J204

J205

J203 SWAROVSKI® CROSS NECKLACE
|Collar| Silver elegant cross toggle necklace
is highlighted with Swarovski® crystal cross
and hangs from a delicate 18"L chain with
2-½"L cross pendant. $19.50
J204 SWAROVSKI® AB TEARDROP
NECKLACE |Collar| Swarovski® Aurore
Boreale teardrop pendant hangs from a
delicate 18"L chain with 3"L extender and
lobster clasp closure. $19.50
J205 SWAROVSKI® HEART NECKLACE

J206

1234

J207

J206 SWAROVSKI® BAR NECKLACE
|Collar| Silver elegant bar pendant is
highlighted with Swarovski® crystals and
hangs from a delicate 17"L chain with
2"L extender and lobster clasp closure.
$19.50

H753 IN CIRCLE SCARF HANGER
|Percha para bufanda| Organize and
hold multiple scarves. 10"W x 13"H.

$15.00

J207 SWAROVSKI® AB NECKLACE

|Collar| Swarovski® Aurore Boreale
uniquely shaped pendant hangs from
a delicate 18"L chain with 3"L extender
and lobster clasp closure. $19.50

H753

|Collar| Swarovski® Light Rose Heart
pendant hangs from a delicate 18"L chain
with 3"L extender and lobster clasp closure.
$19.50
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SIMPLY SPECTACULAR

STATEMENTS

J243

J241

J238

J228 IN THE RING CHOKER
|Collar| Silver and blue multi-textured
choker linked together in a unique
design. 18"L with 3"L extender and
lobster clasp closure. $29.50

J242

JEWELED
NECKLACE
|Collar|

J392
SET

Multi-colored
stones set in a
3-D rope design
surrounded by
AB crystals.
16"L with 3"L
extender and
lobster clasp
closure.

J392 FILIGREE SILVER
HEART SET |Collar Y
Pendientes| Sophisticated

designer heart pendant slides
on a silver chain. 18"L with 2"L
extender and lobster clasp
closure. Includes matching
heart earrings. 1"L drop on fish
hook backs. $19.50

29.50

J243

JEWELED
EARRINGS
|Pendientes|

A must have
matching earrings
to go with your
J242 necklace.
1"L drop.

J369 MAKE A JOYFUL

J369

NOISE NECKLACE |Collar|

Music lovers passion. Graceful
treble clef is engraved with Psalm
100:8. Pendant, 2-¾"L, 18"L chain,
and 3-¼"L extender with lobster
clasp closure. $19.50

J226

$16.00

J226 INFINITE FAITH
NECKLACE |Collar|
Hammered silver pendant
with a single crystal accent is
inscribed with a cross and the
word “FAITH”. 16"L delicate
silver chain with 3"L extender
and lobster clasp closure.
Pendant, 1-¼". $19.50

J242

J560 SCRIPTURE WRAP
J227

BRACELET |Brazelete| Gentle
reminder. Silver wrap bracelet
with crystal accents displays the
scripture 1 Corinthians 13:4-8.
Approx. 4-½" stretch, one size
fits most. $24.50

J227 4 OF A KIND

12

J560

NECKLACE |Collar| Layered
curved silver bars fall at
different layers on 18"-24"L
beaded chain with 2"L
extender and lobster clasp
closure. $29.50

J215

J240

J215 STAR OF DAVID

NECKLACE |Collar| Silver
Star of David pendant on a
delicate silver chain. 16"L
with 3" extender with lobster
clasp closure. $12.00

J240 CROSS

J238 WRAPPED

cross pendant inlaid
with heart and swirl
designs hangs on a
16"L silver chain with
3"L extender & lobster
clasp closure. $19.50

choker is elegantly
wrapped before casscading into a 5-½"L
chain tassel with 3"L
extender. $24.50

HEART NECKLACE
|Collar| 1-½"L Silver

TASSEL CHOKER
|Collar| 18"L Hematite

J241 BEADED FALLS NECKLACE |Collar|

3-¼"L beaded hematite pendant falls into three
chain tassels, each 4"L, and attached by a 26"L
double chain with lobster clasp closure. $29.50
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J942 GOLDEN CIRCLE

MAKE YOUR STATEMENT WITH A TOUCH OF
J791

AQUA STONE
NECKLACE
|Collar| Eight
oval shaped bold
alternating aqua
stones suspended
on a 22"L silver
chain necklace
with 2"L extender
and lobster clasp
closure.

PENDENT NECKLACE
|Collar| Sparkling circle

COLOR

J740

J251

J252

J253

pendent is 1- /7" diameter
and hangs from three
18-½"L delicate gold tone
chains with a lobster
clasp & 3"L extender.
3

$19.50

J245

$19.50

J245 CRYSTAL CROSS STRETCH

BRACELET |Brazalete| Antique turquoise
bracelet inlaid with a crystal cross on three
sides. 2-½"diameter. One size fits most.
$24.50

J246 AZTEC CROSS NECKLACE |Collar|

J791

Gold filigree cross pendant accented by two
turquoise beads hang from a 18"L gold chain.
Includes 2"L extender and lobster clasp
closure. $19.50

J247 LITTLE CHARM NECKLACE

J247

|Collar| A turquoise tassel, bead and a gold
charm form a danty display. 15-½"L with a
2-½"L extender & lobster clasp closure.

J246
J250

$19.50

J244 THREE BEADED STRETCH

BRACELETS |Brazalete| Brown, natural,
silver and turquoise beads make up this
fabulous set of three stretch bracelets.
7" Diameter. One size fits most. $19.50

J254 TURQUOISE EARRINGS |Pendientes|
Turquoise beads encased in gold hang softly
on hook drop earrings. 1-½"L drop. $19.50

J248 DRAWSTRING TASSEL BRACELET

|Brazalete| Gold & turquoise beads on a grey
drawstring bracelet with tasseled ends. 5-7"
Diameter. One size fits most. $19.50

J251 BLUE-JADE TASSEL NECKLACE

J250 TURQUOISE STONE TASSEL
EARRINGS |Pendientes| Turquoise
stone and ivory handcrafted drop
earrings with chain tassels. 3"L. drop.

J254
J248

J244
14

$19.50

J740 TURQUOISE STONE TASSEL
NECKLACE |Collar| Turquoise stone
& ivory pendant handcrafted together
featuring chain tassels and hangs from
a elegant long gold beaded chain. 27"L
with 3"L extender and lobster clasp
closure. $29.50

|Collar| Three gold and blue-jade chains
form this necklace & tassel pendant connected
by pave beads and gold accents. 28"L with
3"L tassels and lobster clasp closure. $24.50

J252 HI-LO GOLD NECKLACE |Collar|

A circle and bar pendant rest on two different
levels of a delicate gold chain. 19"L & 23"L with
a 3"L extender & lobster clasp closure $19.50

J253 TIERS OF TURQUOISE NECKLACE
|Collar| Teirs of elegant gold chain start with
a gold circle, and two etched turquoise stones.
24"L, 26"L, 30"L with 4"L extender and a lobster
clasp closure. $19.50
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J255

CHOKERS

J255

LARIAT
CHOKER
|Collar| Two
velvet tassels
loop through
a gold ring
to form this
lengthy and
elegant choker.
Approx. 30"L.

J257 SILVER EVENTS

CHOKER |Collar| Unique
silver design form this
stunning connected choker.
11"L with a 3"L extension &
lobster clasp closure.

$19.50

$19.50

J258 LACEMAKER
J256

SHELL ROPE
CHOKER
|Collar|
Iridescent shell
pendant with an
echected flower
design on a
petite braided
black swade
chocker. 11½"L with a 3"L
extender and
lobster clasp
closure.

J256

CHOKER |Collar| Delicate
double row lace pattern
choker. 11-½"L with a 4-½"L
extender and lobster clasp
closure. $19.50

$19.50

CHOKERS ARE BACK IN A VERY, VERY BIG WAY.
THESE SELECTIONS WE ARE OFFERING WILL
GIVE YOU THAT SOMETHING-SPECIAL LOOK.

All images, content and design © copyrighted 2017 all rights reserved

J259 FAITH CHOKER

|Collar| Single silver cross
accents this soft black velvet
choker. 12"L with a 2"L
extender and lobster clasp
closure. $19.50

